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Each of these six storyboards illustrates a core concept in Charge. The first displays a relatively simple, but 

complete game sequence from beginning to end - starting with title screen, and ending with the game 

over screen. The next four elaborate on each of the special abilities: there are two different uses for 

discharge, one use for shoot, and one use for overcharge. The final storyboard demonstrates a level up 

sequence. 

 

As the text in each image is often hard to see, every storyboard has an accompanying caption that 

transcribes the writing in each panel.



 



This first storyboard indicates a typical Charge run. The cell text reads (ordered from left to right, top to bottom): 

1. Game Start Screen. Platforms Scroll in the background. 

2. Game begins. Small amount of charge. Score set to 0. 

3. Player has not picked up any charge orbs. Player jumps to avoid enemy. 

4. Enemy avoided. Charge is draining. 

5. Player is moving too slowly! About to be hit by the back barrier! 

6. Player collects charge orbs to gain speed. 

7. Player continues collecting orbs and gains speed. 

8. Player jumps over barrier (wall), collects more charge. 

9. Player has gained much speed. Danger of hitting the front barrier. 

10. Player hits the front barrier. 

11. Player explosion. 

12. Game over. Final score displayed. 



 

This storyboard details the use of the Discharge special ability as a mechanism for destroying enemies. The captions read: 

1. The player is surrounded by enemies! 

2. The player uses the discharge ability to destroy all enemies in view. 

3. All enemies are destroyed. The player has lost significant charge, and all abilities are put on a 30 second cooldown. 



 

This prototype details the use of the Discharge special ability to slow the player down, when he/she is moving to quickly. The caption reads: 

1. The player’s charge is too high, and they are moving too quickly! They have almost hit the barrier. 

2. The player uses the Discharge ability to lower charge and avoid the barrier. 

3. The player slows down and move away from the barrier. All abilities are put on a 30 second cooldown. 

 



 

This image details the use of the Shoot special ability. The captions read: 

1. Press the down key [later changed to W] to shoot 

2. Shoot a bullet that kills an enemy in the line of sight 

3. Causes a global cooldown of 10 seconds for all abilities 

4. Decreases charge by a small amount 

5. Cannot be used if the ability is cooling down 



 

This details the use of the Overcharge special ability. The captions read: 

1. Slow [back] barrier approaches player from left screen. Player must speed up to avoid death. The player uses overcharge (E). 

2. Player’s speed has increased through a charge increase of ~50%. Barrier loses ground on player. All skills got to cooldown. 

3. Barrier is now off-screen. Skills begin to refresh. Player continues collecting charge. 

 



 

Finally, this image details the level up sequence. The captions read: 

1. Charge bar fills up completely [with green]. 

2. Platforms of new color [purple] begin to enter screen. 

3. Charge bar begins to fill with new color [purple]. 


